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Followups from Monday

I Machine learning implemented on Hadoop/Amazon Elastic
MapReduce (EMR) :
https://cwiki.apache.org/confluence/display/MAHOUT/Algorithms

I Yet another list of open source machine learning projects:
http://mloss.org/software/

I A visualization using Twitter data:
http://posterhall.org/igert2013/posters/425

https://cwiki.apache.org/confluence/display/MAHOUT/Algorithms
http://mloss.org/software/
http://posterhall.org/igert2013/posters/425 


Regular Expression
“Calculus for string manipulation”

Source: http://www.regular-expressions.info/reference.html
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Methods of Modeling
Classical (“frequentist”) statistics

I Objective is determining whether a variable has a non-zero
effect: “significance tests”

I Effective in experimental and other randomized settings, but
generally useless for predictive models

Bayesian statistics
I Objective is determining a probability of the impact of a variable

based on your prior knowledge and the new data
I Corresponds to how most people actually think about data but

has only become computationally feasible in the past twenty
years

Machine Learning
I Very flexible methods of determining relationships
I Robust with respect to loosely structured data
I Problem: No [widely accepted] theory of error



Distinctions between statistical and machine learning
approaches

I Focus on out-of-sample validation, not standard error of
coefficients

I Collinearity is an asset, not a liability
I Assumption—and exploitation—of heterogeneous

subpopulations
I Danger of overfitting
I Missing values can be data
I Sparse datasets: most indicators are not measured on most case
I Non-linear, and consequently the cases » variables constraint

need not apply
I Diffuse knowledge structures
I ML methods are frequently just the application of a “common

sense” algorithm, whereas statistical approaches often require
detailed derivations in the



Prediction vs frequentist significance tests

I Significance becomes irrelevant in really large data sets: true
correlations are almost never zero

I Emphasis is on finding reproducible patterns, but in any number
of different frameworks

I Testing is almost universally out-of-sample
I Some machine learning methods are explicitly

probabilistic—though usually Bayesian—others are not
I Values of individual coefficients are usually of little interest

because there are so many of them and they are affected by
collinearity
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Classification Matrix



Accuracy, precision and recall

Precision and recall are then defined as:[4]

Precision = tp
tp+fp

Recall = tp
tp+fn

Recall in this context is also referred to as the True Positive Rate or
Sensitivity, and precision is also referred to as Positive predictive
value (PPV); other related measures used in classification include
True Negative Rate and Accuracy. True Negative Rate is also called
Specificity.

True negative rate = tn
tn+fp

Accuracy = tp+tn
tp+tn+fp+fn

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Precision_and_recall



F1 score
The traditional F-measure or balanced F-score (F1 score) is the
harmonic mean of precision and recall:
F1 = 2 · precision·recall

precision+recall .
The general formula for positive real β is:
Fβ = (1 + β2) · precision·recall

(β2·precision)+recall .

The formula in terms of Type I and type II errors:
Fβ = (1+β2)·true positive

((1+β2)·true positive+β2·false negative+false positive)
Two other commonly used F measures are the F2 measure, which
weights recall higher than precision, and the F0.5 measure, which puts
more emphasis on precision than recall.
The F-measure was derived so that Fβ “measures the effectiveness of
retrieval with respect to a user who attaches β times as much
importance to recall as precision”. It is based on van Rijsbergen’s
effectiveness measure
E = 1−

(
α
P + 1−α

R

)−1
.

Their relationship is Fβ = 1− E where α = 1
1+β2 .

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/F1_score



Metrics: Example 1



Metrics: Example 2



ROC Curve

Source: http://csb.stanford.edu/class/public/lectures/lec4/Lecture6/Data_Visualization/images/Roc_Curve_Examples.jpg



ROC Curve



ROC Curve



Separation plots
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What does a document look like as a statistical object?

I Mathematically:
I it is a high-dimensional, sparse feature vector where the elements

of the vector are the frequencies of specific words and phrases in
the document

I Geometrically:
I it is a point in a high-dimensional space

Therefore, anything you can do with points, you can do with
documents



Term-Document matrix



Reduction of Dimensionality

I Computational incentives
I Eliminate information that does not distinguish between

documents: stop words
I Combine words that have the same information: stemming

I Conceptual incentives
I Deductive: identify groups of words or phrases that are

consistently associated with the concepts you are trying to code
I Inductive: give a set of related texts, find the common language,

which may not be obvious
I Statistical incentives

I Words that occur everywhere are noise and may make documents
seem more similar than they are

I Words that almost never occur are not useful for machine
learning, even if they are very meaningful for a human coder



Zipf’s Law (a.k.a. rank-size law)

The frequency of the occurrence of a word in a natural
language is inversely proportional to its rank in frequency

In mathematics: fi ∝ 1/ri

In English (or any other natural language): A small number of words
account for most of word usage



Zipf’s Law collides with statistical efficiency

Information theory: the information contained in an item of data is
proportional to log(fi)

Statistical Efficiency: the standard error of a parameter estimate is
inversely proportional to the square root of the sample size

Upshot: Any content analysis must balance the high level of
information contained in low-frequency words with the requirements
of getting a sample of those words sufficiently large for reasonable
parameter estimation



Statistical Methods I: Reduction of dimensionality

Objective: Approximate the high dimensional space with a space of
lower dimensionality while preserving as much of the variance as
possible in the original space.

I Factor analysis: correlation metric
I Principal components: Euclidean metric
I Correspondence analysis: chi-square metric

Result: Document can be characterized by a small number of
composite indicators



Statistical Methods II: Cluster analysis

Objective: Determine clusters of documents that are similar to each
other based on their feature vectors

I Nearest neighbor methods—K-Means, KNN
I Contextual Clustering
I Decision trees

Result: Documents can be clustered in groups that have credible
substantive interpretations



Statistical Methods III: Classification algorithms

Objective: identify the characteristics of documents that are most
useful in differentiating them into categories that have been specified
a priori

I Discriminant analysis
I SVM
I Neural networks
I Text-specific methods such as naive Bayes, tf-idf

Result: documents can be used to classify cases into a set of
categories



tf/idf: the concept

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tf-idf



tf/idf: the math

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tf-idf



Naive Bayes

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Naive_Bayes_classifier



Support Vector Machines

I The support-vector machine (SVM) is the workhorse of
document classification and has proven to be highly robust
across a wide variety of domains.

I SVM partitions a high-dimensional space into two categories
while maximizing the distance between the cases at the boundary

I SVM reduces the number of “close call” cases compared to older
reduction-of-dimensionality approaches such as principle
components and discriminant analysis

I Multi-category SVM is done by simply setting up a series of
dichotomous SVMs

I Open-source code is available in a variety of formats, including
C, Java, R and MatLab



Basic SVM

Source: http://www.dtreg.com/svm.htm



A fancier SVM

Source: http://www.epicentersoftware.com/genetrix/features/machine_learning_heuristics.htm



Applied SVM

Source: http://www.dtreg.com/svm.htm



Just one correspondence analysis graphic

since I think the method is cool...

Source:http://info.paiwhq.com/correspondence-analysis-what-does-it-all-mean/



Supervised cluster: your turn...

I What are examples of clustered behaviors in your field?
I Are there “natural” lower dimensions, or at least those used in

common discussion? (note that these are not necessary, and
sometimes they are illusions)

I To what extent do clusters of variables correspond to clusters of
cases?
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Latent Dirichlet Allocation

I Three-level hierarchical Bayesian model

I Each document is a mixture of multiple overlapping latent topics

I Each latent topic is associated with its own set of words

I Determines latent topics from documents’ word-distributions

I Determines the ‘composition’ of a document according to topics















LDA on (Politically Relevant) News-Story Texts

Benefits...

I Stories can deal with multiple, simultaneous topics

I Flexible categories and classifications

I Approach is inductive and could identify under-represented

categories of actions

I Allows for general classification of stories when verb-phrase

dictionaries don’t exist

I Language neutral: requires only word frequency and does not

need syntactical rules



Applying LDA to ICEWS News-Story Texts

Some questions we hope to answer...

I Are latent topics similar across countries?

I Are latent topics similar to those used by in event data coding

schemes (WEIS, CAMEO, IDEA)?

I Are there topics which are common in the news stories but not

coded in the event data schemes?

I How many non-political topics (sports; arts and entertainment)

do we find?

I Do the topics cluster plausibly?



ICEWS News-Story Sample

I 61 European and Middle Eastern countries

I January 2001 to July 2011

I Document: An individual news-story

I Two “levels” of news-story corpora:

I 61 separate country-corpora

I 1 combined country-corpus, with random sample of news-stories



Application

I Preprocessing:
I Stem words
I Remove: punctuation, whitespace, stopwords, numbers
I Remove proper nouns using CountryInfo.txt

I LDA
I Unsupervised LDA in R
I Set topics to 10 and then to 20
I Store topics-matrices for each corpus

I Detailed analysis
I Combined sample (“ALL”)
I Europe: France, Greece, Norway, Poland
I Middle East: Egypt, Israel, Jordan, Turkey
I Other: Albania, Armenia, Portugal



Topics by Frequency

Diplomacy
Election
Terrorism

Media
Military
Violence

Parliament
Accidents
Comments

Development
Econ-Coop
Economy
Nuclear
Protest

ISR/PSE
Immigration
Judiciary
Refugees

Crime
Peacekeeping

ARM/AZB
Budget

Business
Coalit-Govt
Constitution
Corruption
Culture

EU
Genocide
Shipping

Smuggling

Topics by Frequency
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Top Words for All-Countries (Topics 1-10 of 1-20)

Negotiation Comments Protest Media Accidents
talk world protest report hospit
meet war demonstr newspap kill
peac global violenc conflict plane
summit newspap peopl tv crash
negoti women opposit resolut peopl
visit via attack interview die
leader look condemn territori injur
discuss write ralli publish polic

Military Econ-Coop Diplomacy Nuclear Democracy
militari cooper agenc nuclear polit
defenc visit news weapon reform
forc meet report sanction polici
troop trade sourc energi countri
defens develop meet secur democrat
command econom visit resolut democraci
arm discuss excerpt power chang
oper agreement web atom futur



Top Words for France (Topics 1-10 of 1-20)

Parliament Diplomacy Violence Crime Terrorism
elect cooper kill court attack
parti relat attack crime terrorist
democrat meet forc charg arrest
vote countri soldier prison suspect
opposit develop troop trial terror
candid bilater rebel war polic
parliamentari region fire sentenc bomb
coalit visit bomb prosecutor kill

Election Parliament Ceremony Economy Smuggling
vote law ceremoni bank border
percent right anniversari percent polic
elect agreement visit fund drug
parti visa cultur budget ship
referendum amend church compani illeg
parliament human celebr oil guard
poll refuge peopl tax cross
govern draft attend market traffick



General Topics from Combined Sample

Negotiation talk meet peac summit negoti visit leader discuss minist middl issu
diplomat offici presid agreement foreign agre process plan confer

Military militari defenc forc troop defens command arm oper air mission
peacekeep deploy soldier armi train secur exercis base missil staff

Violence kill attack forc soldier troop rebel fire bomb wound ethnic
milit villag militari border armi provinc citi civilian polic northern

Parliament elect parti democrat vote opposit candid parliamentari coalit presidenti
parliament poll deputi polit chairman leader presid seat voter socialist rule

Election vote percent elect parti referendum parliament poll govern constitut
coalit opposit join reform bloc treati minist voter polit candid democrat

Economy bank percent fund budget compani oil tax market economi financ
financi price gas econom product rate export money growth invest

Crime court crime charg prison trial war sentenc prosecutor former investig
tribun arrest alleg accus judg lawyer murder crimin suspect convict



Country-Specific Topics

Culture FRA film ceremoni wife cultur celebr book world award life art histori
anniversari festiv presid famili memori centuri love honour former

Nobel-Prize NOR peac award prize right human committe ceremoni winner world
nomin dissid laureat former presid won campaign win democraci jail war

Royals NOR children royal school celebr coupl famili visit citi student hospit
princess live ceremoni sonja mother home wife church life father

Gaza ISR border ship forc troop aid flotilla plane blockad cross raid southern
deploy armi south smuggl militari weapon peacekeep air activist

Cyprus TUR island northern solut denkta republ plan talk leader negoti divid
settlement issu peac reunif communiti north meet agreement referendum

Cyprus GRC island talk leader plan divid denkta solut northern negoti republ peac
reunif settlement north meet coup communiti referendum reunit
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General approach to sequence modeling

I Sequence is defined by a finite set of possible symbols
I Series of operations or rules for going between the symbols
I Applications

I Spell checking
I Parts of speech tagging
I Spoken language recognition
I Genomics: DNA and amino acid sequences
I Careers of political activists
I Transitions between authoritarianism and democracy



Levenshtein distance

I Distance between two strings/sequences is the operations which
combine to the minimum cost

I Insertion: vector of costs by symbol
I Deletion: vector of costs by symbol
I Substitution: matrix of costs by symbol x symbol

I This is computed using a relatively efficient dynamic
programming algorithm

I CRAN: ‘lwr’, ‘stringdist’
I http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Levenshtein_distance



Levenshtein distance between “kitten” and “sitting”

1. kitten→ sitten (substitution of ‘s’ for ‘k’)

2. sitten→ sittin (substitution of ‘i’ for ‘e’)

3. sittin→ sitting (insertion of ‘g’ at the end).



Hidden Markov Model
I Markov assumption: transition between states of the system are a

function of only the current state and the transition matrix
I Application: crisis phase
I States are not directly observed—hence “hidden”—but each

state is associated with a probability distribution of the symbols
generated by the system

I The transition matrix and probabilities are estimated using the
Baum-Welch expectation-maximization algorithm. There are
multiple packages on CRAN for this. Major problem is local
maxima in this estimation.

I Training is by example
I The Viterbi algorithm can be used to establish the likely

sequence of states given an observed set of symbols
I Typical application is to match an observed set of symbols to a

series of models and then choose the models which had the
maximum probability

I These probabilities are proportional to the length of the
sequence, so it is difficult to compare fits sequences of different
lengths



An element of a left-right-left hidden Markov model



A left-right-left (LRL) hidden Markov Model



HMM probability map for Balkans



Conditional Random Fields

I In a CRF, each feature function is a function that takes in as
input:

I a sentence s
I the position i of a word in the sentence
I the label li of the current word
I the label li−1 of the previous word

I Each of these items is associated with a weight, which is
estimated. Information from additional locations in the sequence
can also be used.

I The CFR outputs a real-valued number (though the numbers are
often just either 0 or 1

I CRFs are basically the sequential version of logistic regression:
whereas logistic regression is a log-linear model for
classification, CRFs are a log-linear model for sequential labels.

Source: http://blog.echen.me/2012/01/03/introduction-to-conditional-
random-fields/



Conditional Random Fields

This is more general than an HMM:
I CRFs can define a much larger set of features. HMMs are

necessarily local in nature, which force each word to depend
only on the current label and each label to depend only on the
previous label. CRFs can use more global features.

I CRFs can have arbitrary weights. Whereas an HMM uses
probabilities



Complications

I Sequences may not have a strict ordering when multiple
preconditions are running in parallel and can be completed in
any order

I Sequences tend to occur in ordinal rather than interval time: are
“non-events” important?

I The computational time for these methods tends to be
proportional to the sequence of the sequence length



Sequences: your turn...

I What are examples of sequenced behaviors in your field?
I What would the symbol sets look like?
I What might determine the weights?



Let’s eat!

End of Module 3
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